Need internet access for schoolwork?
Visit your school library to check out a Kajeet hotspot today!

What is the Kajeet SmartSpot®?
The Kajeet SmartSpot® is a portable 4G LTE hotspot.

Do Kajeets support content filtering?
Yes. Kajeet hotspots are Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA) compliant. Two preconfigured filter settings are in place to block adult content, social networking sites, gaming and most high-bandwidth or streaming sites, including YouTube. Additionally, Google SafeSearch further filters web search results, blocking adult or explicit content from Google search results. You can find more information at http://www.kajeet.net/filtering.

Do I need a permission form to check out a Kajeet?
Yes. Since we are sending internet access home, we ask students to have a parent/guardian sign a permission form. You can pick this up in the school library.

How do I check out a Kajeet?
Visit your school library to check out a hotspot. Kajeets are checked out just like your personal device, textbooks and library books. All hotspots come with a protective carrying case, charger and instructions on connecting to the network. In order for the device to be considered ‘returned’, all components must be returned with the hotspot.

How do I use the Kajeet?
Each hotspot is labeled with a unique Wi-Fi name and password. To turn on the device, hold the power button for a few seconds. On your mobile device (iPad, MacBook, etc.), select the Wi-Fi name that matches the name on the hotspot and type in the matching password. You are now connected!

What else should I know about the Kajeet?

- A fully charged Kajeet should last approximately 10 hours.
- Kajeets are configured to shut off between the hours of 11pm-6am.
- Due to high bandwidth usage, YouTube and many other streaming sites are blocked. There are a few educational sites, however, that you can use instead: Khan Academy, SchoolTube, TeacherTube, DiscoveryEducation, and PBSKids
- Each Kajeet is allotted 500 MBs of data each and every day. When the hotspot reaches this daily limit, access is blocked until midnight when it resets.